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Introduction

Figure S1 is the color image in Figure 1 with its three monochromatic component
images. Figure S2 is a comparison of Saturn’s north polar region in 2013 and 2017.
Figure S3 is the same as Figure 3 but without the graphics overlay. Figure S4 is a
Cassini image of features at 8°S with illumination by ringlight. Figure S5 is a zonal
wind profile from del Rio-Gaztelurrutia et al. (2018) and is their Figure 1. Text S1 is
an estimate of the Richardson number for the upper troposphere. Table S1 is a list of
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figure numbers, image numbers, shutter times, and filters, for images shown in this
paper.

Figure S1. Individual components of the false color composite image in Figure 1.
Clockwise from upper left the images are: Figure 1 (color image), CB2 (assigned to
the red channel), MT3 (assigned to the blue channel), and MT2 (assigned to the
green channel). The color balance of the false color composite was chosen to make
the band from 64 to 74 look white. The band’s brightness in MT2 and MT3 relative
its surroundings means the band has high cloud or haze. The relative darkness of
the two cyclones in MT2 and MT3 means they are cloud free down to a deeper level
where light in the methane filters is absorbed. The greater brightness of the
anticyclones in MT3 compared to their brightness in MT2 means they are covered
by haze near the top (lowest pressure) of the layer of maximum methane-band
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sensitivity. According to Sanz-Equena et al. [2018], this layer spans the altitude
range from 60 to 250 mbar. The relative darkness of the anticyclones in CB2 has at
least two explanations. Either the deeper cloud absorbs the CB2 light in the
anticyclones more than in the surroundings, or the deeper cloud is absent in the
anticyclones and the light is absorbed even deeper.

Figure S2. Comparison of Saturn’s north polar region on 26 June 2013 (top row) and 7
March 2017 (bottom row). From left to right, each row shows images in the VIO, MT2,
MT3, and CB2 filters. Images in the top row are from del Rio-Gaztelurrutia, et al.,
[2018], and those in the bottom row are from our Figure 1 plus a VIO taken on the
same day. All maps are orthographic projections with a resolution of 50 km/pixel.
The same processing steps and contrast stretch were applied to the 2013 and 2017
images. The haze from 64N to 74N shows up in 2017 as a bright band in the MT2
and MT3 images and also as a dark band in VIO. This is because the gas absorbs and
is darker than the particles in the methane filters and is brighter due to Rayleigh
scattering in the violet and UV filters. The brightness ratios of the 2017 image
relative to the 2013 image are 0.76, 1.22, 1.22, and 1.10 for the VIO, MT2, MT3, and
CB2 filters, respectively. This inversion of brightness with wavelength rules out a
simple increase of reflectivity, and points to a greater mean altitude of the scattering
particles in 2017 relative to 2013.
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Figure S3. Filaments in a CB2 image taken with the NAC on 27 March 2016 at 20 km per
pixel resolution. This is the same as Figure 3 of the main text but without the graphics.
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Figure S4. Clouds at 8S latitude, 8W longitude on 29 May 2017. There are irregular
puffy clouds, round vortex-like clouds, and filaments crossing the image horizontally
above and below the central feature. The resolution is 4.8 km/pixel. The scale bar is
1000 km. The illumination is by ringlight, and the filter is CLR. This image was targeted
for Enceladus, but Saturn was blocking the target when the image was taken.
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Figure S5. Zonal wind profile of Saturn. Inset shows the double peak jet between 55
and 65N, together with a cylindrical projection of the triple vortex system A2-C1-A3.
This is Figure 1 from del Rio-Gaztelurrutia et al. (2018).
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Text S1. Richardson number estimate
The Richardson number Ri determines the stability of a shear flow in a stably
stratified atmosphere. The definition is
𝑑𝑢 2

𝑔 𝑑𝑇

𝑔

𝑑𝑢 2

𝑅𝑖 = 𝑁 2 ⁄( 𝑑𝑧 ) = 𝑇 ( 𝑑𝑧 + 𝐶 )⁄( 𝑑𝑧 )

(S1)

𝑃

Here N is the buoyancy frequency and du/dz is the shearing rate. Buoyancy has a
stabilizing effect when Ri > 0, that is, when the lapse rate is less than the adiabatic lapse
rate. 0 < Ri < ¼ is when the destabilizing effect of shear can overcome the stabilizing
effect of buoyancy. The shear flow is stable when Ri > ¼. One expects the turbulent
diffusivity to be small when the flow is stable.
Fletcher et al. [2016] use Cassini composite infrared spectrometer (CIRS)
data to infer the value of N as a function of latitude and altitude (their Figure 15).
They find N  3 x 10-3 s-1 at high latitude at the P= 0.5 bar level, with N increasing to
10-2 s-1 at the 0.25 bar level. The shearing rate is less certain, but we will assume
that the 20 m s-1 wind speed difference is spread over one scale height H  35 km.
Thus u(z) = u0 sin(z/(2H)), where u0 = 20 m s-1 and z is measured up from the
assumed level of no motion. This gives du/dz  0.9 x 10-3 s-1 and Ri  11 above the
0.5 bar altitude. Thus, we expect a low value of the vertical diffusivity in this altitude
range. At deeper levels the value of Ri is uncertain because both the numerator and
the denominator of Eq. (S1) might approach zero.
Table S1. Figure numbers, image numbers, shutter times, and filters
Figure 1

W1867560453_1
W1867560412_1
W1867560436_1

7 March 2017 05:39
7 March 2017 05:38
7 March 2017 05:39

CB2
MT2
MT3

Figure 2

W1867544195_1
W1867546871_1
W1867549777_1
W1867555383_1
W1867561032_1

7 March 2017
7 March 2017
7 March 2017
7 March 2017
7 March 2017

01:08
01:53
02:41
04:15
05:49

CB2
CB2
CB2
CB2
CB2

Figure 3

N1837785791_1

28 March 201614:58

CB2

Figure 4

W1877467614_1
W1877467647_1
W1877467680_1

29 June 2017 21:37
29 June 2017 21:38
29 June 2017 21:38

CB2
CB2
CB2
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W1877467713_1

29 June 2017 21:39

CB2

Figure 5

W1877470298_1

29 June 2017 22:22

CB2

Figure S1

W1867560453_1
W1867560412_1
W1867560436_1

7 March 2017 05:39
7 March 2017 05:38
7 March 2017 05:39

CB2
MT2
MT3

Figure S2

2013:
W1750923081_1
W1750923132_1
W1750923156_1
W1750923173_1

26 May 2013 06:35
26 May 2013 06:36
26 May 2013 06:36
26 May 2013 06:37

VIO
MT2
MT3
CB2

2017:
W1867560939_1
W1867560412_1
W1867560436_1
W1867560453_1

7 March 2017 05:47
7 March 2017 05:38
7 March 2017 05:39
7 March 2017 05:39

VIO
MT2
MT3
CB2

Figure S3

N1837785791_1

28 March 2016 14:58

Figure S4

N1874784018_1

29 May 2017 20:11

CB2
CLR

